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The new HEADRecorder now does (almost) everything for you!
The HEADRecorder is a well thought-out synergy of advanced functionality and convenient handling. It is now
available as a component of ArtemiS 8 or as a stand-alone application.

Figure 1: Recorder environment with main window, recording level, audio signal view and real-time monitoring with two active diagrams.

Want to use a recorder software
for all frontends supported by
HEAD acoustics, which is exceptionally simple, safe to handle and
customizable to your needs?
Then the new HEADRecorder is the
right solution for you:
In the clearly arranged main window, the most important controls
(Start, Stop) can be operated easily even in mobile operation thanks
to the large buttons. Additional,
freely programmable buttons can
be assigned to frequently used
functions.
Configuration of the frontend is
easy to handle with the graphical
representation: via the context
menu you simply select the desired
sensor from a sensor list and con-

In order to automate even large
quantities of measurements, a
flow control function is available
(fig. 3). Without requiring any special programming knowledge, it
allows you to predefine measurement procedures, which are then
executed automatically at the click
of a button or via a trigger signal.
This saves you time and money
especially in the case of complex
and often repeated measurement
procedures.
If automation is not required, you
can easily design measurement
procedures that offer various custom dialogs and buttons for user
interaction.
Thanks to the intuitive handling,
you will quickly grasp the wide
range of possibilities the HEAD
Recorder has to offer.

nect it. The symbol of the selected
sensor appears on the corresponding frontend connector in the
frontend view.

Figure 2: Frontend view (SONY EX,
SQuadriga, SQlab III).

Figure 3: Example of a flow control for
a fully automated measurement.
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HEAD acoustics NVH User Group Meeting 2006
- a complete success
After the positive experience with the NVH User Group Meeting in 2005,
HEAD acoustics GmbH organized another event in November 2006,
which took place at the premises of Visteon Deutschland GmbH in
Kerpen, near Cologne, Germany.
Again, the lively participation
showed the strong interest in the
event which focuses on the exchange of experience and the
practical application of HEAD
acoustics products.
The speakers, business partners
and employees of our company,
presented interesting and innovative trends, methods and procedures from the areas of NVH,
sound quality and sound design.
The participants experienced fascinating examples of practical applications and learned how the
technologies are applied in every-

day work. The presentations were
followed by lively discussions
which shed further light on various
aspects.
During the event, participants visited the state-of-the-art testing and
development facilities of Visteon
Deutschland GmbH and gained
an interesting insight into dynamometer technologies.
A compilation of the presentations
held at the NVH User Group Meeting 2006 can be found on our
website.
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20 years of HEAD acoustics GmbH
In 1986, HEAD acoustics GmbH
was founded in Aachen, Germany,
with four employees.
In the meantime the company has
grown strongly and is represented
world-wide by subsidiaries and
sales partners.
HEAD acoustics GmbH looks
forward to continuing the cooperation with all of its business partners!

Figure 4: Thanks to Visteon Deutschland GmbH, a good number of guests could
participate in the event.

Please make a note of November 15, 2007 in your calendar for the next
German NVH User Group Meeting, which will take place in Southern
Germany. And for our US customers, please mark November 08, 2007 in
your calender for the next US NVH User Group Meeting taking place in
Livonia, Michigan.
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SPOTLIGHT - SOFTWARE
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NEWS

SoundPower - with new standard,
customizable Word reports and
many other features for sound
power mesurements
This elegant software solution offers the standards-compliant determination of sound power and
sound pressure levels of office, IT
and telecommunications equipment and household appliances.
Furthermore, SoundPower now
automatically generates reports
with a function that offers a broad
range of possibilities for customized documentation.

Enhancements to HEAD 3D Sound Simulation System H3S
Development has been continued
on the H3S system which optimizes
systematic sound design and further reduces the need to develop
real vehicle prototypes.
The combination of H3S with binaural transfer path synthesis
(BTPS) enables interactive sound

design because transfer paths and
source signals can be modified
during real or simulated test
drives.
Read more on page 8.

Figure 6: Individual sound components can be muted, amplified and filtered in
real time.

Software update: Binaural transfer path synthesis in version 3.0 available now with Contribution Viewer, realistic order synthesis, and many other
new highlights
Figure 5: Check-Box for Word-Documentation.

New features in
Along with the HEADRecorder
(page 1), ArtemiS 8 now has a
multitude of other new features.
For example, you can now use reference quantities other than RPM
(e.g. speed) for displaying an order analysis. Also, the filters for
1/n octave analysis have been enhanced: Calculation times are reduced and analysis results are calculated with higher precision. The
playback function “Constant
RPM” has been redesigned for
greater convenience. For a full
overview, see “What's new in ArtemiS 8” on our website (www.
head-acoustics.com/downloadenglish.htm).

After version 2.2 provided the
acoustic playback of individual or
all simulation results, version 3.0
now allows even better estimation
of the potential for improvement
by simulating hardware modifications on a vehicle. The Contribution Viewer uses a specific representation of order spectra to show
which individual paths amplify or

attenuate the total noise and to
which extent they contribute to the
total noise.
Furthermore, order synthesis allows relevant noise components
from other measurements to be integrated realistically into a model
without the need for additional,
time-consuming measurements.

Figure 7: In the Contribution Viewer, a comparison between the sum signal (left
diagram) and the order spectra of individual sub-elements (other diagrams)
allows a quick identification of prominent noise components.
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Developing noise metrics - a service from HEAD consult NVH
Noise metrics are important in many areas of product development and benchmarking in order to obtain
objective statements about the subjective perception of a sound. In cooperation with customers, HEAD consult
NVH has developed a noise metrics system for the combustion noise of diesel engines.
Noise metrics

Noise metrics for diesel combustion noise

The development of a noise metrics system comprises four main
steps (fig. 8). First, the sound
quality parameter of the products
under examination is defined, the
operating states are specified, and
the sound is determined physically.
The second step comprises the development of a signal-analysis
method describing the temporal
and spectral structures of the noise
in order to achieve a noise classification.
In the third step, the subjective
judgment of the sound is determined in listening tests. The final step is the combination of the
objective and the subjective analysis using statistical methods (e.g.
regression analysis, Spearman
rank correlation, factor analysis,
etc.).
This method allows the identification of the correlation between
the individual influence quantities
and the sound quality judgment
and the development of a noise
metrics system for sounds with
similar characteristics.

The noise from a diesel combustion engine usually has a distinct
temporal and spectral structure.
The typical “clattering” sound has
a significant influence on a listener's judgment of sound quality.
Conventional analysis methods
are not able to classify the various
characteristics of these unattractive sounds.
Within the scope of a consulting
project, HEAD acoustics developed a noise metrics system which is
based on objective criteria for
evaluating the sound quality of a
diesel combustion noise with
particular regard to clatter.
This analysis method is a combination of different analysis algorithms developed using artificial
head recordings of the interior
noise of diesel vehicles in various
operating states. One of these
algorithms identifies the characteristic signature of diesel combustion noise at idle speed and also in
non-stationary operating states.
The results of such a complex ana-

lysis are shown for two vehicles in
figure 9. The analysis very distinctly reflects the temporal and spectral structure of the combustion
noise and shows that the typical
clattering diesel sound is less prominent with vehicle A than with
vehicle B. Vehicle B in particular
exhibits a prominent modulation
between about 1 and 3 kHz.
The subjective judgments of the
sound quality were determined in
listening tests using the VDI 2563
(1990) standard category scale; 1
= very bad, 5 = satisfactory, 10 =
excellent.
Based on the newly developed
analysis method, a single value for
the differentiation between good
and bad diesel combustion
sounds can be derived. The noise
metrics developed shows a correlation of 0.94 to judgments by
test subjects (fig. 10).
In practice, the HEAD noise metrics for diesel combustion noise
can be applied especially well to
evaluate the sound differences
after changes from engine and
sound-package development.

1
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Signal analysis
Consolidation
of results

3
Evaluation

Figure 8: Methods for developing a noise metrics system.

Noise metrics
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If you have additional questions
about this service, please contact
our Consult department at:
consult@head-acoustics.de

Vehicle B

Figure 9 (left): Comparison of the
analysis results of two vehicle interior
noise signals: vehicle A with little and
vehicle B with strong diesel clatter.
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Figure 10 (left): A comparison between the subjective judgements and
the results of the new HEAD noise
metrics shows a high correlation.

good

OctoBox+ and HEADRecorder - the perfect combination
Take advantage of the possibility
to use the new frontend OctoBox+ together with the HEADRecorder. Via the flow control function of the HEADRecorder, this
combination allows synchronous
measurements with up to eight
®
Line/ICP sensors, two pulse sen-

sors and an HMS artificial
HEAD measurement system
to be performed fully automatically. This optimally
matched combination is especially effective for mobile
applications.

Figure 11: Front view of OctoBox+ and HEADRecorder.
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Sound Quality is of great importance in the IT industry
Information technology shapes our every-day life. The humming of the printer, the buzzing of the fax machine, the
clattering of the hard disk, the noise from the cooling fan - all these sounds can soon be perceived as unpleasant
and disturbing.
Customer ratings show that, irrespective of the sound power levels,
specific sound components have a
significant influence on a product's
acceptance. This shows that targeted examinations of the sound
quality are just as essential as the
standardized noise emission measurements.
An examination of hard-disk noise
yielded essential sound quality indicators and illustrated the above
findings.
Three comparable hard disk models were examined for their
acoustic properties and customer
acceptance. Considering the moderate emission levels of 29 to 33
dB(A) in the “writing” state of operation, one might expect there to
be no significant difference in subjective judgment. In fact, the
sound quality of hard disk 2 was
consistently judged the highest,
whereas the noise of hard disk 3
was considered the worst.
The (possible) reasons for these
varying judgments were examined
using various methods of acoustic
analysis. Initial indicators could already be derived from the temporal curves of the sound pressure
level.
The sound pressure level curves
were determined with an integra-

Relative Approach
is a patented analysis method developed by HEAD acoustics which,
similar to the human hearing system, detects not only the level, but
also the patterns contained within
a sound.
Relative Approach is a component
of the ArtemiS Tool Pack ATP 06.
Read more on page 11.

Figure 12: The examination of three hard-disk sounds with a Relative Approach
analysis yields important indicators of sound quality.

tion time constant of 2 ms to reflect
the temporal resolution of human
hearing. Research has shown that
human hearing is extremely sensitive to temporal and spectral variations and patterns in the millisecond range.
Small variations in the level curve
and the absence of spectral and
temporal patterns in the spectrum
of the second hard-disk sound indicate a high sound quality. This
assumption was confirmed by the
subjects' judgments. Analogously,
the loudness of the recorded harddisk sounds was examined: While
the absolute loudness values were
almost the same, the relative loudness curves over time showed significant differences. The variations
in the short-period range as well
as the relation of the percentile
values show that relative changes
can be more significant to sound
quality than the absolute values.

Furthermore, a high correlation
was found between the results of
the Relative Approach analysis
(fig. 12) and the subjects' judgments. Prominent patterns in both
the time and frequency domains of
the third sound explain its poor
rating. Also, the highest values of
the psychoacoustic parameters
sharpness and roughness in the
third sound indicate a low sound
quality (fig. 13, next page). The
highest impulse content of sound
3 is another indicator for a low
sound quality.
Using the analysis methods mentioned above, it is possible to derive detailed information about
the sound quality of IT products
with regard to customer acceptance. The correlations outlined
above can be used for sound optimization early in the product's development phase and for the specification of sound design targets.
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Figure 13: Psychoacoustics
parameters like loudness,
sharpness, roughness and
loudness percentiles for
evaluation the sound quality
of the three hard disks.

New head of the NVH business unit: Dr. Peter Blaschke
HEAD acoustics GmbH is happy to announce that Dr. Peter Blaschke has
been appointed the new head of the NVH departments Research,
Development and Consulting.
Dr. Peter Blaschke has been with
the management team of HEAD
acoustics GmbH since June 2006.
After his apprenticeship in toolmaking and his studies in mechanical engineering, he started his
career at SKF as a design engineer
and later changed to Kodak AG as
a development engineer.
In 1987, he joined Robert Bosch
GmbH in Gerlingen, Germany, as
a project manager in the central
acoustics research area, where he
developed methods for designstage noise minimization. In 1995
he completed his PhD at the
Imperial College, London, on the
subject of noise minimization for
rotating machines, while continuing to work in the research department of Robert Bosch GmbH.
As of 1997, he managed the NVH
department of Robert Bosch Cor-

poration in Farmington Hills, Michigan, USA, where he established a new NVH development
center dealing mainly with processes for the integration of NVH
into design and application. From
2003 until mid 2006, he worked
in the Chassis Systems unit of Robert Bosch GmbH, managing the
NVH department with its locations
in Drancy, France, and Abstatt,
Germany.
In his new position at HEAD
acoustics GmbH, Dr. Blaschke
heads the NVH departments Research, Development and Consulting.
Dr. Blaschke uses his international
and practical experience to coordinate the three departments, so
that, for example, innovative ideas
from research and consulting projects can be implemented more

Figure 14: Dr. Peter Blaschke

quickly in new developments and
thus in customer-oriented products.
The management board of HEAD
acoustics GmbH is delighted to
have Dr. Blaschke on the team and
wishes him every success in his
work.
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Enhanced: H3S software now with BTPS interface
The BTPS interface of the H3S software allows the interactive playback and judgment of the synthesized and
modified sounds in the SoundCar and other cars.
BTPA / BTPS
The BTPA / BTPS methods developed by HEAD acoustics provide
a precise description and synthesis
of a vehicle's individual airborne
and structure-borne sound transfer paths for the noise source under investigation, such as the powertrain, the steering system or door
operation.
By creating aurally accurate sound
files, BTPA / BTPS go far beyond
traditional TPA. The audio signal
of each path or path combination
can be played back individually
and evaluated regarding its influence on the total sound quality.

BTPS

Experience with binaural recordings in the interior of vehicles has
shown that a realistic playback requires more than just the airborne
sound components over headphones in an arbitrary listening environment. The HEAD 3D Sound
Simulation System (H3S) features
a BTPS interface, which allows an
authentic playback of interior noise and structure-borne sound
components as synthesized by
BTPS. H3S and BTPS complement
one another ideally in the SoundCar playback system, a real vehicle. The SoundCar immerses the
“driver” into a virtual driving situation where he can actively accele-

rate, shift gears and brake. This
platform makes the virtual driving
experience exceptionally realistic.
Multi-dimensional playback with
H3S in the SoundCar offers the
judgment of sounds and vibrations
at a level of quality which, unlike
the assessment of vehicle acoustics in a sound room, matches
closely with the judgments made
during real measurement drives.
Of course, playback with the H3S
software is also possible on a
workplace PC or in a real, moving
vehicle. In these cases, however,
the playback of vibrations is not
possible.

BTPS software:
Transfer paths are
combined.

H3S

H3S software: Transfer path groups
can be played individually or together. Modifications are realized via
level changes and filtering.

Figure 15: The synthesized sounds are transferred from the BTPS software to H3S, where they can, for example, be muted,
filtered interactively or amplified / attenuated.
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SoundCar from HEAD acoustics in the Mercedes-Benz Museum
You can set out on a unique journey through 120 years of automotive history in the new Mercedes-Benz Museum.
In the “Fascination of Technology” area your journey will take you to the SoundCar from HEAD acoustics.
Experience just how the SoundCar is used as a development tool by “driving” a vintage car first and then the latest
S-Class Mercedes for comparison.
acoustic and
tactile surprise, because
the test vehicle
was converted
into a SoundCar by HEAD
acoustics.
The idea of the
SoundCar was
developed in
the mid-nineties in coopeFigure16: The fascinating architecture alone is worth a visit to ration between
the Daimler
the museum.
Chrysler AG
and HEAD acoustics GmbH.
Opened in May 2006 with nine
The goal was to put the playback
floors and a total area of about
and judgment of vehicle interior
177,600 square feet, the Mercenoise on a firm footing. Since the
des-Benz Museum not only prejudgment of noise is highly depensents the eventful history of Mercedent on the context, the SoundCar
des-Benz, but also takes you on a
performs an aurally-accurate
journey through the evolution of
playback in a realistic environthe car.
ment, including the passenger
A special exhibition deals with the
compartment vibrations important
subject “Fascination of Technofor an authentic soundscape exlogy”. Here you will encounter,
perience. Its success has been
among others, a disguised test veproven as the results compare
hicle of the latest Mercedes-Benz
strongly with judgments made duS-Class (V 221 series). Just take a
ring real test drives.
seat: You will experience an
In 1997, both companies
jointly applied for a patent
of the SoundCar.
Today, the SoundCar can
even be turned into an
interactive simulator with
the HEAD 3D Sound Simulation System (H3S). Sounds
and vibrations adapt to the
respective virtual driving situation, and even other
“passing” vehicles can be
simulated in a manner
which is spatially accurate.
Figure 17
17: The test vehicle converted into a At the click of a button, different sound scenarios can
SoundCar.

be created and vehicle types, engines etc. can be replaced virtually. Channel-selective real-time
filtering, for example for engine,
tire, wind noise and vibrations, as
well as many other features make
the SoundCar, combined with
H3S, an important tool in the
development of vehicles.
By the way, when you visit the
SoundCar in the Mercedes-Benz
Museum, don't miss the “Races
and Records” room where you can
listen to the sounds of passing vintage racing cars. They were recorded with artificial heads from
HEAD acoustics.
For more information about the
museum, please visit:
www.mercedesbenz.com/museum

Figure 18
18: A view into the atrium of
the Mercedes-Benz Museum.
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EU Project: QCity - Quiet City Transport
International cooperation is a driving factor for acoustic environment protection. Since the beginning of 2005,
HEAD acoustics has been engaged in the EU project “QCity” together with 26 other cooperation partners.
The goal of this project is to develop an integrated technology
infrastructure for the efficient examination of noise from road and
rail traffic and the derivation of
solutions for noise reduction. The
basis for this is formed by European guidelines for the avoidance
of noise damage and the reduction of overall noise levels, particularly in city areas.
One focus of the project is to provide tools for generating “noise
maps” (examples of which have
already been carried out in some
large cities), which show the areas
with the highest noise exposure.
For these areas, adequate solutions for reducing noise emissions
are to be developed. The project is
focusing on economically reasonable measures that can be implemented by the municipalities in the
medium term.
After the identification and analysis of noise areas, the interactions
between road and rail traffic noise
on the one hand and various environmental factors on the other
hand (e.g. noise barriers, reflections from buildings, etc.) are examined. The different characteristics of the occurring sound events
(e.g. continuous tire noise of a
car / squeaking of a tram in a curve) are a special challenge for the
examinations.
One task of HEAD acoustics is
therefore the breakdown of the
soundscape (the totality of all
sound events at a given location)
into its characteristic components
and their analysis based on
psychoacoustic aspects. The objective is a better representation of
the actual stress on human beings.

For this purpose HEAD acoustics is
planning and performing listening
tests to determine the individual
perception of vehicle pass-by
events, with particular regard to
annoyance. Using these results,
the QCity project attempts to
quantify the disturbing effect of
traffic noise on residents and other
affected persons via psychoacoustic parameters and to describe how certain types of vehicles
cause higher stress than others, for
example trucks compared to passenger cars, in the form of a dB
equivalent.

Acoustic environment protection
People are increasingly annoyed
by noise, even though legal regulations have led to a reduction of
the prescriptive noise limits in recent years. This shows that the
evaluation of a sound event
should focus not so much on the
sound level, but on the entire subjective human hearing impression.
In order to determine this impression, it is necessary to account for
physical aspects, the psychoacoustic characteristics of human
hearing as well as cognitive aspects.

-

Figure 19: Measurements of traffic noise in the city of Brussels.
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The results will enable the creation
of target soundscapes with simulation tools and the development
of practical suggestions for optimizing traffic routing, the public
transportation system and urban
planning measures. For later stages of the projects, the implementation of such measures in some
cities is planned, as is the documentation of the effects. This will
enable similar solutions to be implemented for noise reduction in
other cities.
Figure 20: Artificial HEAD measurements in the Brussels Metro.

Learn more about the QCity project at www.qcity.org or send your questions to sales@head-acoustics.de

In focus: ArtemiS Tool Pack (ATP) 06
The Extended Psychoacoustics module of ArtemiS (ATP 06) offers features which include analysis algorithms
resembling human pattern recognition, i.e. the pecularities of the subjective signal processing of human hearing.

Figure 21: ”Flower meadow”

A quick glimpse of this “flower
meadow” is probably all you need
to recognize the two numbers
shown here.
The reason for this is the principle

of pattern recognition, which is an
essential functionality of your visual
system and your
brain.
Human hearing generally works in a
similar way - it is very sensitive to both
temporal and spectral sound patterns.
In particular, our memory does not
store sounds as absolute signals,
but mainly the patterns contained
in the sound.
The Relative Approach analysis is
shaped after the human, subjec-

tive signal processing and allows
the detection of sound patterns.
That way, you get an analysis that
closely matches the peculiarities of
human hearing.
For the Relative Approach analysis, you need the ArtemiS base
version and the Extended Psychoacoustics module ATP 06.
With ATP 06, you also get the
psychoacoustics analysis types
Hearing Model and HSA (HighResolution Spectral Analysis).

Figure 22: While the spectrum (left diagram) hardly shows any patterns in the vehicle interior sound, they become clearly
visible with the Relative Approach analysis (right diagram).
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·

Did you know that...
… you can connect the pro-

grammable equalizer PEQ V
directly to your notebook or
desktop PC via USB, so you
can play back your recordings binaurally?
· … there is a successor model

to the HEAD acoustics subwoofer system HSW II? The
new HSW II.1 can be installed in a vehicle more easily and has enhanced acoustic
properties.
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Event Schedule
Tradeshows and conferences with participation of
HEAD acoustics during the next months
May 8-10, 2007

Automotive Testing Expo Europe, Stuttgart,
Germany

May 15-17, 2007

SAE Noise and Vibration Conference,
St. Charles, IL, USA

May 23-25, 2007

JSAE Annual Congress, Yokohama, Japan

June 13-14, 2007

ATZ - MTZ Conference “ Akustik”, Magdeburg,
Germany

August 29-31, 2007

Inter-Noise, Istanbul, Turkey

· … you can disable the level

·

calculation in dB (enabled by
default) in ArtemiS in the
menu “options/settings/
show dB levels”, so that you
can obtain the direct measurement units (for example g
or m/s²) via the dB-valuesbutton? You can also disable
the level calculation with DC
in the same menu.
… you can choose whether

to display your analysis results in dB or linearly in ArtemiS on the second tab of the
analysis properties (representation)?
· …you can find new Applica-

tion Notes in our document
download area about the
topics listening tests and
binaural measurement, analysis and playback? (www.
head-acoustics.de/down
load-english.htm)

Ebertstraße 30a
D-52134 Herzogenrath
Tel: +49 (0) 2407 -577-0
Fax: +49 (0) 2407-577-99
eMail: info@head-acoustics.de
WEB: www.head-acoustics.de

Overview of workshops offered by HEAD acoustics
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

HEADRecorder
BrakeObserver
ArtemiS / ArtemiS Advanced
ArtemiS Applications / ArtemiS Programming
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Psychoacoustics
Artificial HEAD Measurement Technology
NoiseBook

Are you interested in attending any of these courses? Or would you
like to receive a tailor-made, user-specific training? Then contact our
local sales representative to obtain more information.
The training courses are held at the HEAD acoustics’ headquarters in
Herzogenrath, Germany, or at your own company’s premises.

